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Combining structural equation modeling (SEM) and voxel-based morphometry (VBM), this
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study investigated the interactions among neural structures in the basal ganglia-thala-
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mocortical circuit (BGTC) in the left hemisphere of stuttering and non-stuttering speakers.
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Stuttering speakers (n ¼ 12) and non-stuttering controls (n ¼ 12) were scanned while per-
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forming a picture-naming task and a passive-viewing (baseline) task. Results showed
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significant differences between stuttering and non-stuttering speakers in both effective
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connectivity and anatomical structures in the BGTC in the left brain. Specifically, compared
to non-stuttering speakers, stuttering speakers showed weaker negative connectivity from
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the left posterior middle temporal gyrus (PMTG) to the putamen, but stronger positive

Stuttering

connectivity from the putamen to the thalamus, from the thalamus to the PMTG and

SEM

anterior supplementary motor area (preSMA), and from the anterior superior temporal

VBM

gyrus (ASTG) to the preSMA. Accompanying such altered connectivity were anatomical

Effective connectivity

differences: compared to non-stuttering controls, stuttering speakers showed more grey
matter (GM) volume concentration in the left putamen, less GM volume concentration in
the left medial frontal gyrus and ASTG, and less white matter volume concentration
underlying the left posterior superior temporal gyrus inside the BGTC. These results shed
significant light on the neural mechanisms (in terms of both functional connectivity and
neural anatomy) of stuttering.
ª 2009 Published by Elsevier Srl.

1.

Introduction

Stuttered speech is characterized by frequent repetition or
prolongation of sounds or syllables or words, or frequent

hesitations or pauses. When stuttering is severe enough to
markedly disrupt the rhythmic flow of speech and persists for
an extended period (e.g., more than three months), it is
considered a disorder (WHO, 2007, ICD-10). It is estimated that
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about 1% of the general population are afflicted with this
disorder (Andrews et al., 1983; Craig and Tran, 2005). Most of
them begin stuttering in early childhood, thus suffering from
developmental stuttering. A rarer type of stuttering is the
acquired or neurogenic stuttering, which occurs typically in
adulthood after a neurological trauma such as head injury,
tumor, or stroke.
Researchers have long been interested in the neural basis
of stuttering, especially developmental stuttering. Because of
the hemispheric asymmetry in language processing, early
research on stuttering focused on the role of the two hemispheres. Early electroencephalography (EEG) and dichotic
listening studies suggest that stuttering speakers tend to have
more activity in the right hemisphere of the brain during
speech than do non-stuttering speakers (Boberg et al., 1983;
Curry and Gregory, 1969; Moore, 1986; Moore and Haynes,
1980). More recent positron emission tomography (PET) and
functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) studies have
further confirmed these results (e.g., De Nil et al., 2003; Fox
et al., 1996, 2000; Neumann et al., 2003; Preibisch et al., 2003;
Wu et al., 1995). Although these results may lead one to
believe that the right hemisphere is related to stuttering,
a now-classic study by Braun et al. (1997) revealed that activation in the right hemisphere was related to fluent speech
among stuttering speakers, whereas activation in the left
hemisphere was related to the production of stuttered speech.
Based on such evidence, these researchers concluded that the
primary dysfunction in stuttering is located in the left hemisphere and that the hyper-activation of the right hemisphere
might not be the cause of stuttering, but rather a compensatory process. It is worth noting that the idea of contralateral
compensation has long been noted by neurologists. For
example, in their 1914 book, Everbusch et al. discussed the
brain and aphasia and wrote ‘‘the right hemisphere easily
vicariates for the left in childhood’’ (Everbusch et al., 1914, p.
461).
Braun et al.’s (1997) conclusion is also consistent with the
most recent data on the structural differences in the brain
between stuttering children and adults. Among stuttering
children, anatomical abnormality is found in the left hemisphere (Chang et al., 2008), whereas among stuttering adults,
many anatomical abnormalities are evident in the right
hemisphere (Jäncke et al., 2004). It appears that anatomical
abnormality in the left hemisphere is responsible for stuttering, but a lifetime of stuttering can also lead to changes in the
compensatory areas in the contralateral (right) hemisphere
(Chang et al., 2008). Based on these results, the present study
focused on the functional and structural abnormality in the
left hemisphere of the stuttering speakers. Furthermore,
different from previous research that attempted to localize
brain areas related to stuttering, the present study investigated the (dys)functional interactions among those areas
because stuttering is most likely to be a problem of communications among widely distributed brain areas that constitute a dynamic neural system for speech production.
There is an emerging consensus that the basal gangliathalamocortical circuit (BGTC) (see Fig. 1) is the neural
network involved in stuttering. Previous research showed that
stuttering and non-stuttering speakers differ significantly in
activation patterns in the BGTC, especially in the left frontal

Fig. 1 – Schematic illustration of the BGTC (Alexander et al.,
1986, from Honey et al., 2003). The excitatory afferent
projections of the striatum originate from the cerebral
cortex. Output from the striatum goes to the thalamus by
either a direct or an indirect route. It finally returns to the
cerebral cortical areas that issue the original efferent
projection to the basal ganglia. The red parts of the model
were examined in the present study. DA [ dopamine;
GLU [ glutamate; GL [ glutamine; GABA [ g-amino
butyric acid.

motor cortex, the temporal cortex, and the basal ganglia (e.g.,
Braun et al., 1997; Brown et al., 2005; De Nil et al., 2003; Fox
et al., 1996; Giraud et al., 2008; Ingham et al., 2000). Within the
frontal motor cortex, the supplementary motor area (SMA,
including both the SMA proper and anterior supplementary
motor area – preSMA) may play a special role. Many studies
have shown a close relation between the SMA and stuttering
(see Abe et al., 1993; Alm, 2004; Packman et al., 2007). Although
previous studies on stuttering did not focus on the differences
between the SMA proper and preSMA (e.g., Braun et al., 1997;
Fox et al., 2000; Ingham et al., 2000), the preSMA, along with
the basal ganglia, seems to have a closer relation with syllable
representation and spatially and temporally serial coordination of motor apparatus than does the SMA proper (e.g., Alario
et al., 2006; Bohland and Guenther, 2006; Crosson et al., 2001;
Ferrandez et al., 2003; Hikosaka et al., 1996; Lewis et al., 2004).
The preSMA ( y > 0) was also reported to be positively correlated with stuttering rate and to show deactivation during
reading as compared with resting in stuttering speakers (Fox
et al., 2000; Ingham et al., 2000). In sum, the preSMA seems to
be an important component of the dysfunctional neural
system in stuttering.
In terms of the role of the temporal cortex in stuttering,
a recent meta-analysis showed under-activation in a part of
the superior temporal sulcus located just anterior to those
areas that had been found to have voice-selective auditory
representations (Brown et al., 2005). In contrast, the posterior
part of the temporal cortex appeared to be activated only in
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stuttering speakers ( y ¼ 24) (Brown et al., 2005). These
results suggest that the anterior and posterior parts of the
temporal cortex may play different roles in the primary
dysfunction of the left hemisphere of stuttering speakers. In
fact, possible differential roles of the posterior and anterior
parts of the temporal cortex in speech and speech-like information processing have also been documented among normal
subjects (e.g., Rauschecker and Tian, 2003; Scott et al., 2000;
Specht and Reul, 2003).
Finally, the basal ganglia are an important component of
the neural network involved in stuttering because they
modulate the activity of the left motor and temporal cortices
(Alexander et al., 1986; Kolomiets et al., 2003; Saint-Cyr, 2003;
Takada et al., 1998a, 1998b). Anatomically, the largest
contingent of afferents of the basal ganglia comes from almost
the entire cerebral cortex, and the efferent connections are
projected to the cerebral cortex through the thalamus (Brodal,
2004). Functionally, the basal ganglia-related circuits are
involved in sequence learning by providing internal timing
cues (e.g., Cunnington et al., 1996; McFarland and Haber, 2002).
The critical role of the basal ganglia in stuttering was recently
delineated in an extensive review (Alm, 2004).
To summarize, the BGTC (including the basal gangliathalamus, frontal cortex, and temporal cortex) seems to be
likely neural correlates of the left hemisphere’s dysfunction
among stuttering speakers. Furthermore, researchers (e.g.,
Ludlow and Loucks, 2003) believe that the central control
abnormalities in stuttering are not due to disturbance in one
or another of the above particular brain regions but rather
dysfunctional interactions that interfere with rapid and
dynamic speech processing for production. In fact, several
studies have examined the dysfunctional interactions
among brain areas in the left hemisphere. For example,
using the magnetoencephalography (MEG) technique, Salmelin et al. (2000) found that stuttering speakers showed
dysfunctional interactions among the inferior frontal cortex,
the motor/premotor cortex, and other sylvian regions. In
a diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) study, Sommer et al. (2002)
found that diffusion characteristics of the group with
persistent developmental stuttering and controls differed
significantly immediately below the laryngeal and tongue
representation in the left sensorimotor cortex. Although
these studies revealed dysfunctional interactions among
brain regions in stuttering speakers, neither of them focused
on brain connectivity. To our knowledge, no studies have
used connectivity analysis to directly examine the interactions among brain regions in stuttering. Connectivity analysis is helpful in testing how the different regions involved
in stuttering are functionally connected to one another and
how such connection may or may not differ between stuttering and non-stuttering speakers. In the present study, we
used the structural equation modeling (SEM) technique to
explore how the nodes of the BGTC interacted with one
another in stuttering and non-stuttering speakers (see Fig. 1).
Since its introduction by McIntosh et al. (1994), neural
connectivity analysis has been used in a wide range of
functional MRI studies (e.g., Büchel and Friston, 1997; Doeller
et al., 2006; Fu et al., 2006; Goncalves et al., 2001; Honey et al.,
2003; Iidaka et al., 2006; Schlosser et al., 2006; Zhuang et al.,
2005). Several multivariate techniques have been employed
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to investigate effective connectivity. One of them is the SEM,
which was originally developed in social sciences to examine
causal relations among latent (unobserved) variables. When
used to analyze imaging data, SEM is synonymous with path
analysis, which includes only observed variables. It
combines an a priori anatomically plausible (constraining)
model and the inter-regional covariance of activity (McIntosh
and Gonzalez-Lima, 1994a, 1994b). For any given model, SEM
estimates a set of free parameters (connection weights and
residual variances) that could reproduce a covariance matrix
as closely as possible to the sample covariance matrix.
Statistical inference about the model is made based on
discrepancy measures (e.g., maximum likelihood function)
between the covariance matrix reproduced by the model and
the sample covariance matrix (Bullmore et al., 2000). The
resulting parameters are estimates of effective connectivity.
When standardized coefficients are used, the parameters
represent the magnitude of response (in units of standard
deviations) of one brain region to another, while activity in
other regions included in the model is held constant (Büchel
et al., 1999). SEM also allows for group comparisons of the
estimated parameters (Della-Maggiore et al., 2000; McIntosh,
1999).
In addition to the effective connectivity analysis, we
further investigated whether dysfunctional connections (if
they were found) might have been accompanied by anomalous anatomy. Atypical cerebral structures have been reported
among developmental stuttering speakers, but the results are
inconsistent. Employing different methods, Foundas et al.
(2001) and Sommer et al. (2002) reported different kinds of
anomalous cerebral structures. No single anatomic feature
distinguished the stuttering and the non-stuttering groups.
They seemed to differ in multiple loci within a widely
distributed neural network (Foundas et al., 2001). Guided by
previous findings in the literature, the present study used
voxel-based morphometry (VBM) to look for evidence of
anomalous brain structures in specific regions where SEM had
shown dysfunctional connectivity.

2.

Experimental procedures

2.1.

Participants

Twelve stuttering subjects (10 males and 2 females; mean
age ¼ 24.5 years, ranging from 19 to 31 years), and 12 nonstuttering controls (8 males and 4 females; mean age ¼ 24
years, ranging from 22 to 29 years) were recruited for this
study (see Table 1). Data from ten stuttering (9 males and 1
female) and nine of the non-stuttering subjects (5 males and
4 females) were used in the SEM analysis and data from all
twelve stuttering and twelve non-stuttering subjects were
used in the VBM analysis. The reason for the varying sample
sizes for different analyses was that three non-stuttering
subjects and two stuttering subjects did not finish the
scanning session, so their functional imaging data were not
used, but their anatomical imaging data were used in the
VBM analysis. Stuttering subjects were selected from a waiting list at the Stuttering Therapy Center of Beijing, China. All
of the stuttering subjects began their stuttering during
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Table 1 – Subjects’ information.
Stuttering subjects

Non-stuttering subjects

12
10:2
24.5 (19–31)
17 (15–19)

12
8:4
24 (22–29)
15.5 (16–19)

Number
Male:Female
Chronological age (years)
Educational level (years)

Detailed information about stuttering subjects
ID
S1
S2
S3
S4
S5
S6
S7
S8
S9
S11
S10
S12a

Gender

Handedness (100)

Severity

SSI score (percentile)

Age of onset (years)

Treatment

M
M
M
M
M
M
M
F
M
F
M
M

R (100)
R (100)
R (90)
R (75)
R (90)
R (78)
R (100)
R (100)
R (100)
R (100)
R (90)
R (100)

Very mild
Very mild
Mild
Mild
Mild
Mild
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Severe
Severe

13 (5)
15 (8)
21 (24)
22 (28)
23 (36)
24 (40)
27 (60)
28 (61)
29 (65)
33 (81)
35 (89)

<12
<4
<5
<12
<7
<4
<10
<11
<4
<3
<8
<4

Y (4 years ago)
Y (3 years ago)
N
Y (1 year ago)
N
N
N
N
Y (3 years ago)
N
N
N

M, male, F, female, Y ¼ Yes, N ¼ No, ‘‘<’’ means ‘‘earlier than’’.
a The detailed information about stuttering severity of S12 was accidentally lost.

childhood (prior to the age of 12 years). Only four subjects
had ever received any kind of treatment, but none of them
received treatment during the year prior to this study. Their
symptoms were diagnosed as ranging from very mild to
severe (M ¼ 24.55, S.D. ¼ 6.82) according to the Stuttering
Severity Instrument (SSI)-III (Riley, 1994). SSI-III was administered by two independent therapists, and the inter-rater
reliability between them was high (Cronbach a ¼ .94). All
subjects reported no neurological or language problems
except for stuttering.
Non-stuttering subjects were recruited through advertisements. These non-stuttering controls were matched with
stuttering subjects in chronological age and educational level.
They reported to have never had any language disorders or
neurological diseases.
All subjects were right-handed, native Chinese speakers.
Hand preference was assessed by a computerized program of
the Edinburg Handedness Inventory with a cutoff of þ40 (right
handedness) (Oldfield, 1971). All subjects gave written
informed consent for their participation in this study.

2.2.

Tasks and materials

Subjects were scanned while performing a picture-naming
task and a passive-viewing (baseline) task. The pictures were
standard simple line drawings of common objects selected
from a standardized picture database (Zhang and Yang, 2003).
All of these pictures had a similar level of conceptual familiarity, visual complexity, and semantic difficulty based on the
ratings of 30 subjects not involved in the present study. Every
picture had a common Chinese name that is three characters
long. The pictures in the baseline condition were nonsense
pictures formed by randomizing the pixels of the pictures in
the naming condition to ensure comparable overall

luminance. These unnamable baseline pictures were used to
control for the primary visual processing.
There was one run in the experiment. After the machine
was stabilized, subjects were presented with the baseline task
(i.e., 8–12 nonsense pictures in a random order) for 24–36 sec.
Following the baseline task was the naming task (8–12
pictures, again, presented in a random order), which lasted for
24–36 sec. There were 6 blocks of the baseline task and 6
blocks of the naming task. There were a total of 132 trials, each
lasting for 3000 msec (total scanning time ¼ 396 sec).
During the experiment, participants lay supine within the
magnetic resonance (MR) scanner with their head secured in
foam padding. An IBM (International Business Machines
Corp.) ThinkPad notebook was used to present stimuli programmed with the Inquisit software [Inquisit 2.0.4.1230
(Computer software), 2004, Seattle, WA: Millisecond Software]. An LCD (liquid crystal display) projector displayed
stimuli from inside the MR control room onto a back-projection screen located at the foot of the MR scanner. Participants
viewed the stimuli via a mirror attached to the head coil above
their eyes.
For each trial, a picture was presented for 1000 msec, followed by a blank screen of 2000 msec. During the picturenaming trials, subjects were asked to name the picture by
making minimal movement of their mouth. Both accuracy
and speed were emphasized. During the baseline (nonsense
picture viewing) trials, subjects were asked to view the
randomized pixels without any mouth movement. The verbal
responses of the subjects were monitored by a built-in
microphone (some of the verbal responses were difficult to
assess because of the scanner noise). Stuttering frequency
assessment was performed by two experimenters independently. During the production of three-syllable picture names,
the following were coded as stuttering events: (a) subjects
failed to pronounce the initial phoneme in a syllable or had
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great difficulty doing it; (b) the pronunciation of phonemes
other than the initial ones was suddenly blocked; (c) the
pronunciation of phonemes was involuntarily prolonged; or
(d) phonemes or syllables were involuntarily repeated more
than two times. Multiple stuttering events that occurred
during the naming of the same picture were counted as one
event. Among the responses of stuttering speakers that could
be clearly differentiated from the noise in the background,
most speech was fluent. Because both the verbal responses
and the response time data could not be reliably obtained in
the scanner due to its high level of noise, they were estimated
with the behavioral data collected immediately before the
scanning. The same procedure was successfully used in
a previous study (Liu et al., 2006).
During behavioral data collection, a fixation was presented
for 150 msec, followed by a picture. The picture stayed on the
screen until subjects responded or 4500 msec had lapsed. Like
the speech during scanning, most of the speech of the stuttering speakers during behavioral data collection was fluent.
The following responses were coded as errors (not including
the stuttering event): (a) response time that was less than
200 msec or more than 4500 msec; and (b) naming the pictures
with a wrong name.

2.3.

Imaging parameters

Functional and anatomical images were collected with a 1.5 T
whole-body Siemens Magnetom Sonata Meastro Class
scanner (Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) equipped with the
standard clinical head coil. Additional padding between the
headphone and the head coil was used to restrain the subject’s head. Anatomical spin-echo T1-weighted images were
acquired for image registration (TR ¼ 500 msec, TE ¼ 14 msec,
flip angle ¼ 90 , FOV ¼ 220 mm, matrix ¼ 128  128, 20 slices,
slice
thickness ¼ 6 mm,
transversal
plane,
resolution ¼ 1.8  1.8 mm). Functional whole-brain T2*-weighted
images were acquired using a single-shot gradient-recalled
EPI sequence [TR ¼ 3000 msec; TE ¼ 50 msec; flip angle ¼ 90 ;
FOV ¼ 220 mm, matrix ¼ 64  64 (in-plane resolution ¼ 3.4 
3.4 mm), 20 slices, slice thickness ¼ 6 mm] with interleaved
slice acquisition. For anatomical localization and VBM analysis, standard whole-brain, high-resolution 3D structural
images were acquired using a T1-weighted, 3D, MP-RAGE
sequence (TR ¼ 1970 msec; TE ¼ 3.93 msec; flip angle ¼ 15 ;
FOV ¼ 220 mm; matrix ¼ 256  256; 96 slices; slice thickness ¼ 1.7 mm, sagital plane; resolution ¼ .48  .48 mm).
The software package AFNI (http://afni.nimh.nih.gov/afni)
was used to pre-process the data in order to prepare for the
subsequent SEM analysis (Cox, 1996). The images of the first
two time points were discarded to control for haemodynamic
delay effects. Slice timing correction, image registration, and
motion correction were performed (Cox and Jesmanowicz,
1999). The functional image time series were then smoothed
with a low pass filter and Isotropic Gaussian blur
(FWHM ¼ 6 mm). Regression coefficients b were obtained by
deconvolving the time series using Legendre polynomial
fitting method within the general linear model and were then
converted into percentage of signal change. Finally, individual
images were resampled into Talairach coordinates using the
AFNI
hand
landmarking
procedure
(resampled
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volumes ¼ 1 mm3). Percentage of signal change for task was
compared with that of baseline by a one-sample t test.
Correction for multiple comparisons was achieved by a voxelcluster threshold technique for an overall corrected level of
significance (alpha) of .05 (individual voxel p < .01, minimum
cluster threshold required ¼ 300 mm3) based on the results of
a Monte Carlo simulation at the cluster level (Forman et al.,
1995; Xiong et al., 1995). Then, the percentage of signal change
was compared voxel-by-voxel between stuttering and nonstuttering speakers with an independent two-sample t test.
Correction for multiple comparisons was achieved by the
same method as above (individual voxel p < .01, minimum
cluster threshold required ¼ 300 mm3).

2.4.

SEM

As mentioned earlier, we used SEM to examine effective
connectivity in this study. SEM was selected over other causal
modeling techniques such as dynamic causal modeling (DCM)
(Friston et al., 2003) for several reasons. First, SEM has a relatively longer history and is more commonly used in the
analysis of imaging data. Second, unlike DCM, SEM does not
have a strict requirement of a short TR (such as less than
2 sec). Third, several researchers have recently developed
useful methods to improve the use of SEM for fMRI data (e.g.,
Bullmore et al., 2000; Kim et al., 2007; Zhuang et al., 2005).
The first step in SEM analysis of imaging data is to determine the a priori anatomically plausible model. This can be
accomplished by either the hypothesis-driven or the datadriven approach or more commonly a combination of both
approaches. In the present study, we established the a priori
anatomical model by a combination of the data-driven and
hypothesis-driven approaches. First, significant activation
clusters were identified by the whole-brain voxel-wise group
comparisons mentioned above. The model was then based on
those areas that exhibited significant differences in neural
activity between stuttering and non-stuttering speakers.
Second, although many brain areas showed significant group
differences, we only focused on the areas of interest to the
BGTC model as described in the Introduction (see Fig. 1). They
included the following five left brain regions (with their
Talairach coordinates): the putamen, x, y, z ¼ 25, 3, 14;
thalamus, x, y, z ¼ 26, 26, 1; preSMA (BA6), x, y, z ¼ 12, 1,
56; anterior temporal cortex (superior temporal gyrus, BA38)
(ASTG), x, y, z ¼ 34, 0, 13; and posterior temporal cortex
(middle temporal gyrus, BA22) (PMTG), x, y, z ¼ 53, 50, 6.
Regions were defined as spheres (3 mm radius) centered on
the above coordinates. Before the extraction of the time series,
individual subject’s images were converted into percentage of
signal change after being smoothed with a low pass filter and
Gaussian blur, and then resampled into Talairach coordinates
with the resampled volume of 1 mm3. For each region of
interest (ROI), a representative time series was acquired by
simply averaging the time series of all voxels within the ROI
for each subject. Principal components analysis (PCA) was
then used to identify an ‘‘average’’ pattern of responses in
each ROI across all subjects (Büchel et al., 1999; Fletcher et al.,
1999). PCA was conducted for the stuttering and the nonstuttering subjects separately. This procedure ensured that
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each time series accounted for the most variance among
subjects for each group of subjects.
LISREL 8.7 was used to run SEM. It used an iterative
maximum likelihood algorithm to calculate path coefficients
and to achieve the best match between the covariance matrix
reproduced by the model and the observed variance–covariance
structure from the data (Higham, 1993; Jöreskog and Sorbom,
1996). Derived from the logarithmic expression of a likelihood
ratio test, the maximum likelihood (ML) discrepancy function
was
introduced
FML ¼ logjSðqÞj þ trðSS1 ðqÞÞ  logjSj  k
(Jöreskog, 1967) to indicate the fit of the model. A good model
aims to minimize this function. When it reaches a value of 0, it
means that the sample covariance matrix S equals the population covariance matrix S given a certain parameter vector (q).
The ML discrepancy function yields an overall fit statistic that
follows a central c2-distribution under the null hypothesis that
the model is correct in the population. In addition to ML
discrepancy function, there are other alternative fit indices
such as the Root Mean Square Error of Approximation (RMSEA),
Comparative Fit Index (CFI), and Parsimony Goodness of Fit
Index (PGFI) (Browne and Cudeck, 1993; Steiger and Lind, 1980).
They have been used in neuroimaging studies as well (Au
Duong et al., 2005; Bentler, 1990; Goncalves et al., 2001; Honey
et al., 2003; Schlosser et al., 2006; Zhuang et al., 2005). Besides
the overall fit indices, the reported t value for each path coefficient in the model should be greater than a certain critical
value to reject the null hypothesis that the coefficient is 0. We
used a path coefficient threshold of .05 (t > 1.98 and p < .05 with
a degree of freedom above 60).
When running SEM, one must consider both the anatomy of
the brain, as well as the complexity of the model. One of the
constraints is that the number of free (i.e., to-be-estimated)
parameters cannot exceed a certain number t ¼ 1/2  p  ( p þ 1)
( p is the number of variables). It has been suggested that the
residual variance for each variable can be set arbitrarily as from
.35 to .40 (McIntosh and Gonzalez-Lima, 1994a), or estimated by
the ratio between the first eigenvalue and the sum of eigenvalues in order to increase the number of free path coefficients
to be estimated (Bullmore et al., 2000). However, the best
method for fitting a model may be to estimate the residual
variance freely (Lubke and Dolan, 2003). In the present study,
the residual variance was first freely estimated in order to get
the appropriate value within the model, and then set as the
estimated appropriate value to improve the model fit and path
coefficient estimation.
In order to obtain the best-fitting path model, a step-wise
method was employed as suggested by Bullmore et al. (2000).
That is, the process of model searching started from the worst
fitting modeldthe ‘‘null model’’ in which all path coefficients
were constrained or set to zero. The algorithm computed the
modification index (MI) or so-called Lagrangian multiplier
(LM) for each constrained coefficient and allowed the coefficient with the maximum MI to be nonzero until the index of
model fit did not improve significantly.
Statistical inferences about group differences were based
on a stacked-models approach. This included a comparison of
a free model, in which all connections were allowed to vary
between the two groups of subjects, to a restricted model, in
which a given connection was forced to be equal for the two
groups. First, an omnibus test was applied in which the model

with all parameters constrained to be the same between the
two groups was compared with the model without any
constraints. This step would show whether any of the paths
between the two models were significantly different, but
would not specify which of the paths were actually significantly different. The comparison of models was done by
subtracting the goodness-of-fit c2 value for the constrained
model from the c2 value for the free model. The difference
(c2diff) was assessed with the degrees of freedom equal to the
difference in the degrees of freedom for the constrained and
free models (McIntosh et al., 1994). A significant c2diff indicated
that at least one path differed significantly across the two
groups of subjects (McIntosh and Gonzalez-Lima, 1994a,
1994b). When the omnibus test showed a significant difference between the two groups, the next step was to find
specific paths that differed between the two groups. This was
done by constraining one path at a time to be the same
between the two groups while other paths were unconstrained (to be estimated freely). This model was compared
with the model without any constraints by the c2diff (df ¼ 1)
test. A p value of .05 (two-tailed) was chosen as the threshold
for significance.

2.5.

VBM analysis

The anatomical images were analyzed with the VBM toolbox
within SPM5 (Statistical Parametric Mapping, Wellcome
Department of Cognitive Neurology, London, UK). Preprocessing of the images was performed slightly differently
from the protocol described by Good et al. (2001). Various
preprocessing procedures were combined into a single
generative model in SPM5 (Ashburner and Friston, 2005).
Estimating the model parameters (for a maximum a posteriori
solution) involves iterated steps of segmentation estimation,
bias correction, and warping. This approach provides better
results than simple serial applications of each component.
Warping of prior images during segmentation makes
segmentation more independent from size, position, and
shape of prior images.
Specifically, the images were normalized with a modulated normalization method and segmented into grey matter
(GM) and white matter (WM) and cerebro-spinal fluid. Bias
correction was applied. The resolution of the normalized
images was 1  1  1 mm. A modulated normalization analysis attempted to correct the volumes for regional expansion/shrinkage during spatial normalization, so that the total
amount of GM or WM in the modulated GM/WM remained
the same as it would have been in the original images. In
SPM5, prior probability maps that are relevant to tissue
segmentation are warped to the individual brains, making
the creation of a customized template unnecessary (Rüsch
et al., 2007), especially when the number of subjects is fewer
than 20. The bias-corrected images have more uniform
intensities within the different types of tissues. Medium
hidden Markov random field (HMRF) weighting (.3) approach
was applied to provide spatial constraints. Finally, the data
were smoothed with FWHM 3 mm (see the manual of SPM5
for more details about the automatic processing steps).
Statistical comparisons between the stuttering and nonstuttering speakers were performed with a voxel-based
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independent two-sample t test for both the GM and WM
(individual voxel p < .001, uncorrected; overall p < .05, corrected, k > 45, Monte Carlo simulation). The analysis included
grand mean scaling. Global nuisance effects were accounted
for by scaling the images so that they all had the same global
value (proportional scaling).

3.

Results

3.1.

Behavioral data

Significant group differences in response time were found (see
Fig. 2). The response latency of non-stuttering subjects was
significantly shorter than that of stuttering subjects,
t(22) ¼ 2.443, p < .05. Because the stuttering frequency of
stuttering speakers was too low (<1%), it was not included in
the analysis. The error rate data also showed that the naming
task elicited more errors in stuttering subjects than in nonstuttering controls, Mann–Whitney Test, z ¼ 2.079, p < .05.
These results implied that the speech production system of
stuttering speakers may experience more difficulties in a task
that required sequential organization of the speech movements than that of non-stuttering controls.

3.2.

Imaging data

Table 2 summarizes the neural activations during speech
production in stuttering and non-stuttering speakers. For the
non-stuttering speakers, activation was evident in the inferior
frontal gyrus (BA46), superior temporal gyrus (BA22), and
precuneus in the left hemisphere; the cerebellar pyramis of
vermis in the right hemisphere; the precentral gyrus (BA6),
insula, thalamus, declive of cerebellum in both hemispheres.
Overall, there were more areas with significant activations in
the left hemisphere than in the right hemisphere in nonstuttering speakers (7 regions vs 4 regions).
For the stuttering group, activation was found in the precuneus (BA7) of the left hemisphere; the medial frontal gyrus

Table 2 – Brain areas that showed significant activations
in stuttering and non-stuttering speakers when
performing the picture-naming task as compared to the
baseline task.
Brain area
Non-stuttering speakers
L_Inferior Frontal
Gyrus (BA46)a
R_Precentral Gyrus (BA6)
L_Precentral Gyrus (BA6)
L_Precuneus
L_Superior Temporal
Gyrus (BA22)
L_Insula (BA13)
R_Insula (BA13)a
R_Pyramis of Vermis
L_Declive
R_Declive
R_Thalamus/Pulvinar
L_Thalamus/Pulvinar
Stuttering speakers
R_Medial Frontal
Gyrus (BA6)
L_Precunues (BA7)
L_Precentral Gyrus (BA6)
R_Precentral Gyrus (BA6)
R_Middle Temporal
Gyrus (BA22)
R_Middle Occipital
Gyrus (BA37)
L_Insula (BA13)
R_Insula(BA13)
R_Lentiform Nuecleus
L_Thalamus
R_Thalamus
R_Cerebellar Tonsil
R_Declive

x

y

z

zValue

Cluster
volume

34

37

11

4.00

239

51
46
18
60

8
12
48
6

31
33
40
10

4.08
4.47
3.88
3.31

338
1227
349
727

43
42
3
10
11
28
20

6
6
72
56
60
28
32

14
2
30
14
13
5
10

3.64
3.38
4.19
3.72
3.60
4.43
4.52

1153
128
1015
396
488
1737
5583

12

6

53

4.05

2062

25
33
36
61

50
10
5
30

45
49
34
4

4.17
3.73
3.27
3.62

355
2065
892
371

47

61

8

3.87

756

38
37
24
20
28
21
22

19
18
12
21
29
67
63

8
8
16
4
8
34
14

4.59
4.71
3.62
3.90
4.04
3.35
4.23

3415
495
2024
471
711
655
3115

Note: Activation threshold was p < .05, corrected. The coordinates
were in LPI orientation of standard Talaraich Space. Areas were
sorted according to the anatomical lobe.
a Areas that did not survive the threshold of 300 volume.

Fig. 2 – Mean response time (RT) and error rate for stuttering and non-stuttering speakers. N, non-stuttering speakers; S,
stuttering speakers.
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Fig. 3 – Neural activity of the non-stuttering and stuttering speakers during the performance of the picture-naming task as
compared to the baseline, and neural differences based on group comparisons between stuttering and non-stuttering
speakers when performing the picture-naming task. Cold blobs indicate brain regions that showed more activity among the
non-stuttering speakers than the stuttering speakers, and hot blobs indicate brain regions that showed more activity
among the stuttering speakers than the non-stuttering speakers.
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Table 3 – Brain regions that showed significant group
differences between stuttering and non-stuttering
speakers when performing the picture-naming task.
Brain area

x

Stuttering speakers > non-stuttering
R_Superior Frontal
20
Gyrus (BA9)
L_Middle Frontal
44
Gyrus (BA9)
R_Middle Frontal
31
Gyrus (BA6)
L_Medial Frontal
12
Gyrus (BA6)
R_Medial Frontal
12
Gyrus (BA6)
R_Medial Frontal
7
Gyrus (BA6)
R_Inferior Frontal
49
Gyrus (BA44)
R_Inferior Frontal
41
Gyrus (BA46)
L_Precentral Gyrus (BA6)
35
L_Postcentral Gyrus (BA1) 56
R_Postcentral Gyrus (BA2)
54
R_Superior Temporal
62
Gyrus (BA42)
53
L_Middle Temporal
Gyrus (BA22)
R_Insula (BA13)
43
R_Insula (BA13)
35
L_Putamen
25
R_Putamen
27
23
R_Cerebellar Tonsila

y

z

zValue

speakers
37
36

Cluster
volume

3.85

307

21

40

3.58

421

0

49

3.97

1470

1

56

3.00

1093

6

53

4.01

1391

30

37

3.30

723

5

24

4.77

2493

33

7

3.55

469

5
26
28
29

50
39
39
6

3.80
4.41
4.27
3.91

814
680
2505
802

50

6

3.50

386

6
19
3
2
51

4
7
14
14
38

3.69
2.99
3.30
4.12
3.43

523
444
345
880
118

Non-stuttering speakers > Stuttering speakers
L_Superior Temporal
34
0 13
Gyrus (BA38)
L_Thalamus
26 26
1

(BA6), middle temporal gyrus (BA22), fusiform gyrus (BA37),
lentiform nucleus, declive of cerebellum, and cerebellar tonsil
in the right hemisphere; the precentral gyrus (BA6), insula
(BA13), and thalamus in both hemispheres. Activations in the
right hemisphere were more widespread than in the left
hemisphere in stuttering speakers (8 regions vs 4 regions).
Fig. 3 and Table 3 illustrate the brain areas that exhibited
different neural activity between stuttering and non-stuttering speakers. Consistent with previous results, these areas
were widely distributed (e.g., De Nil et al., 2000; Ingham et al.,
2003; Neumann et al., 2003). Specifically, compared to nonstuttering speakers, stuttering speakers showed increased
activity in the middle frontal gyrus (BA9), precentral gyrus
(BA6), and PMTG (BA22) in the left hemisphere; the superior
frontal gyrus (BA9), middle frontal gyrus (BA6), inferior frontal
gyrus (BA44/46), superior temporal gyrus (BA42), insula, and
cerebellar tonsil in the right hemisphere; and the medial
frontal gyrus (BA6), postcentral gyrus (BA1/2), and putamen in
both hemispheres. A decrease of activity in stuttering
speakers was apparent in the left ASTG (BA38) and left
thalamus.
In terms of brain areas in the left hemisphere as specified
in the SEM model, stuttering and non-stuttering speakers
showed significant differences in activation patterns in all
areas, i.e., the putamen, thalamus, ASTG, PMTG, and preSMA.
Importantly, there were different patterns of group differences in the ASTG and PMTG: stuttering subjects exhibited
less activation in the ASTG, but greater activation in the
PMTG, than did non-stuttering subjects.

3.3.
3.46

344

3.56

619

Note: Activation threshold was p < .05, corrected. The coordinates
were in LPI orientation of standard Talaraich Space. Areas were
sorted according to the anatomical lobe.
a Areas that did not survive the threshold of 300 volume.
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Effective connectivity

By using the step-wise method to search for the best model,
we found a model that best fit the data of both non-stuttering
speakers {c2 ¼ 2.46, df ¼ 6, p ¼ .87; RMSEA ¼ 0 [90% confidence
interval – CI (0, .058)]; PGFI ¼ .40, CFI ¼ 1} and stuttering
speakers {c2 ¼ 3.67, df ¼ 6, p ¼ .72; RMSEA ¼ 0 [90% CI (0, .084)];
PGFI ¼ .40, CFI ¼ 1}. This model is shown in Fig. 4A. The standardized path coefficients for the best-fitting model are presented in Table 4. For non-stuttering subjects, all path

Fig. 4 – A. The best-fitting model for the data from non-stuttering and stuttering speakers. The arrows show directional
inter-regional effective connections within the BGTC (solid and dashed arrows for positive and negative connections,
respectively). B. Results of comparisons for individual path coefficients (blue arrows [ not significantly different; red
arrows [ significantly different). ASTG, left anterior superior temporal gyrus; PMTG, left posterior middle temporal gyrus;
preSMA, left anterior supplementary motor area; PUTA, putamen; THAL, left thalamus.
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Table 4 – Standardized path coefficients and results of group comparisons based on the best-fitting model of stuttering
speakers and non-stuttering controls.
Non-stuttering speakers

ASTG–preSMA
ASTG–PUTA
PMTG–ASTG
PMTG–preSMA
PMTG–PUTA
preSMA–PUTA
PUTA–THAL
THAL–PMTG
THAL–preSMA

Stuttering speakers

Group comparison

Standardized path coefficients

t

Standardized path coefficients

t

c2

.36
.38
.29
.10
L1.00
.33
.25
.14
L.65

5.00
5.23
6.12
2.26
L22.70
2.73
1.60
1.38
L7.55

.83
.22
L.58
.10
.06
.24
.59
.76
.33

17.94
4.28
L3.64
.64
.59
2.24
5.70
7.15
3.31

156.07
3.37
38.39
1.54
28.96
.08
5.29
4.80
88.97

p
p < .0001
p > .05
p < .0001
p > .05
p < .0001
p > .05
p < .05
p < .05
p < .0001

Note: Bold numbers indicate a significance level of p < .05. ASTG, left anterior superior temporal gyrus; PMTG, left posterior middle temporal
gyrus; preSMA, left anterior supplementary motor area; PUTA, left putamen; THAL, left thalamus.

coefficients reached statistical significance at p < .05 level
except the path from the thalamus to the PMTG (t ¼ 1.38). For
stuttering subjects, except the paths from the PMTG to the
putamen and SMA (t ¼ .64; t ¼ .59, respectively), all other
connections were statistically significant at p < .05.
The omnibus test indicated that there were significant
differences in path coefficients between stuttering and nonstuttering speakers (c2diff ¼ 573.32, df ¼ 12, p < .0001). Tests of
individual path coefficients showed that, within the three
input sources of the putamen, the negative input from the
PMTG was significantly stronger in non-stuttering speakers
than in stuttering speakers (c2diff ¼ 28.96, df ¼ 1, p < .0001),
whereas the positive input from the ASTG and preSMA to the
putamen was not significantly different between the two
groups (c2diff ¼ 3.37, df ¼ 1, p > .05; c2diff ¼ .08, df ¼ 1, p > .05) (see
Fig. 4B and Table 4). Correspondingly, group differences were
also significant in the positive output from the putamen to the
thalamus (c2diff ¼ 5.29, df ¼ 1, p < .05) and from the thalamus to
the PMTG (c2diff ¼ 4.80, df ¼ 1, p < .05). They were stronger in
stuttering speakers than in non-stuttering speakers. The
negative projection from the thalamus to the preSMA
(c2diff ¼ 88.97, df ¼ 1, p < .0001) in non-stuttering speakers also
significantly differed from the positive projection in stuttering
speakers. The connection from the PMTG to the ASTG was
positive in non-stuttering speakers, and was significantly
different from the negative connection in stuttering speakers
(c2diff ¼ 38.39, df ¼ 1, p < .0001). Finally, stuttering speakers
showed a stronger positive connection from the ASTG to the
preSMA than did non-stuttering speakers (c2diff ¼ 156.07, df ¼ 1,
p < .0001).

3.4.

VBM

The VBM analysis was used to examine whether the
dysfunctional connections between brain regions for stuttering speakers were accompanied by anatomical changes or
abnormalities. Fig. 5 and Table 5 show the brain regions that
differed significantly in WM and GM volume concentration
between stuttering and non-stuttering speakers.
Compared to non-stuttering speakers, stuttering speakers
showed increased GM volume concentration in the right
medial frontal gyri (BA6/32), bilateral precentral gyri (BA6), left

superior parietal lobule (BA7) and paracentral lobule (BA5),
right fusiform gyri (BA37), left middle occipital gyri (BA18),
bilateral cingulate gyri (BA31/23), and left putamen, but
decreased GM volume concentration in the left superior
frontal gyrus (BA8), bilateral medial frontal gyri (BA9/10/11),
left superior temporal gyrus (BA21), right middle temporal
gyrus (BA39), and right cerebellum.
In terms of WM volume concentration, stuttering speakers
showed more concentration in areas underlying the right
superior frontal gyrus (BA9), left precuneus (BA7), right inferior and superior temporal gyri (BA20/39), and left cerebellum.
Stuttering speakers showed less concentration in the right
precentral gyrus (BA6), left superior temporal gyrus (BA41),
bilateral fusiform gyri (BA37), left lingual gyrus (BA18), and
bilateral cerebellum.

4.

Discussion

Previous research has documented both functional and
anatomical differences in certain regions of the brain
between stuttering and non-stuttering speakers (Brown
et al., 2005; Chang et al., 2008; Jäncke et al., 2004). Little is
known, however, about effective connectivity among these
regions in relation to stuttering. By combining the SEM and
the VBM methods, the present study provided direct
evidence for the dysfunctional interactions between brain
regions in stuttering speakers. In the following paragraphs,
we will first discuss briefly our results on activation patterns
for stuttering and non-stuttering speakers. Next, we
compare our VBM findings with previous literature. Third,
we focus our discussions on our findings regarding the
connectivities involving the BGTC (see Fig. 1). We will use
these altered connectivities to explain the findings about the
activation patterns. Finally, we will mention the limitations
of this study and draw conclusions.

4.1.

Activation patterns

Previous research has found that, compared to non-stuttering
speakers, stuttering speakers show greater activation in the
right frontal operculum (FO)/anterior insula and cerebellum
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Fig. 5 – Regions that showed significant differences in GM (up) and WM (bottom) volume concentration between stuttering
and non-stuttering speakers. Warm blobs indicate greater volume concentration in stuttering speakers than that of nonstuttering speakers, and cold blobs indicate less volume concentration in stuttering speakers than that of non-stuttering
speakers. p < .05 (corrected).

(Brown et al., 2005). The present study replicated both of these
so-called neural signatures of stuttering. Specifically, we
found that stuttering speakers demonstrated greater activations in the right inferior frontal gyrus (BA44/46) and anterior
insula (BA13) and cerebellum than did non-stuttering
speakers. We also confirmed the overactivations in
the bilateral sensorimotor and medial frontal motor areas
(BA1/2/6) and the superior and middle frontal areas (BA9)
among stuttering speakers (Braun et al., 1997; Brown et al.,
2005; De Nil et al., 2008; Neumann et al., 2003). Previous
research shows that the middle frontal gyrus, inferior frontal
gyrus, and anterior insula are involved in phonological

representations (Bles and Jansma, 2008; Tan et al., 2005),
whereas the medial and lateral motor areas are involved in
the sequence control of speech movement (Alario et al., 2006).
Therefore, the activation differences in these frontal regions
strongly suggest that stuttering is associated with the
dysfunction of phonological representation and movement
control.
The third neural signature of stuttering is the underactivation in the bilateral anterior temporal cortex, which
was only partially replicated by our results. Similar to Watkins et al. (2008), we found such under-activation only in the
left ASTG (BA38), but not in the right temporal cortex. At the
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Table 5 – Brain areas that showed increased and
decreased grey and WM volume concentration in
stuttering speakers as compared with non-stuttering
controls.
Brain area

x

y

z

GM
Stuttering speakers > non-stuttering speakers
R_Medial Frontal
7
7
44
Gyrus (BA32)
8 10
56
R_Medial Frontal
Gyrus (BA6)a
36
L_Precentral Gyrus (BA6)a 50 3
R_Precentral Gyrus (BA6)
34 10
51
L_Superior Parietal
32 46
56
Lobule (BA7)
L_Paracentral Lobule (BA5) 11 40
60
R_Fusiform Gyrus (BA37)
44 54 7
L_Middle Occipital
14 92
12
Gyrus (BA18)
L_Cingulate Gyrus (BA31)
9 27
45
R_Cingulate Gyrus (BA23)
7 18
32
L_Putamen
29 9
0
Non-stuttering speakers > Stuttering speakers
L_Superior Frontal
2
38
49
Gyrus (BA8)
L_Medial Frontal
1
52
6
Gyrus (BA10)
L_Medial Frontal
1
40 14
Gyrus (BA11)
R_Medial Frontal
4
40
29
Gyrus (BA9)
L_Superior Temporal
65 6 1
Gyrus (BA21)
R_Middle Temporal
47 54
7
Gyrus (BA39)
R_Cerebellar Tonsil
10 50 32
R_Declive
34 59 16
R_Culmen of Vermis
3 63 5
WM
Stuttering speakers > non-stuttering speakers
R_Superior Frontal
22
55
32
Gyrus (BA9)
L_Precuneus (BA7)
22 51
45
62 16 22
R_Inferior Temporal
Gyrus (BA20)
R_Middle Temporal
50 54
5
Gyrus (BA39)
L_Declive
24 88 21
Non-stuttering speakers > Stuttering speakers
R_Precentral Gyrus (BA6)a
34 10
53
44 25
8
L_Superior Temporal
Gyrus (BA41)a
L_Fusiform Gyrus (BA37)
46 52 14
R_Fusiform Gyrus (BA37)
45 54 9
L_Lingual Gyrus (BA18)
4 87 15
L_Tuber
27 76 29
R_Cerebellar Tonsil
24 60 39
R_Pyramis
31 77 31

z-Value Volume

same time, we additionally revealed greater activations in
the posterior temporal cortex in stuttering speakers than in
non-stuttering speakers. It is especially worth noting that the
differential activation patterns we found for the anterior and
posterior temporal cortex are consistent with previous
results. De Nil et al. (2008) reported that non-stuttering
speakers showed peak activation in the left superior
temporal gyrus ( y ¼ 2) during the overt speech task, but no
such activation was present in the stuttering speakers.
Brown et al.’s (2005) meta-analysis also pointed out that the
location of absent activation in stuttering speakers is in the
anterior part of the temporal cortex ( y x 3). In addition, De
Nil et al. (2008) reported hyper-activated posterior temporal
cortex [including both the superior (y ¼ 36) and middle
temporal gyrus (y ¼ 22)] among stuttering speakers as
compared to non-stuttering controls. The present results
confirmed both hypoactivity in the anterior temporal cortex
and hyperactivity in the posterior temporal cortex. This
finding is also in line with previous results from non-stuttering speakers showing that the anterior and posterior parts
of the temporal cortex may play different roles in speech
(e.g., Rauschecker and Tian, 2003; Scott et al., 2000; Specht
and Reul, 2003).
In terms of the model we specified in the introduction, we
found neural differences in all five selected brain regions.
The findings in the preSMA and temporal cortex have been
discussed above. The greater activation in the left putamen
and less activation in the thalamus in stuttering speakers
than in non-stuttering speakers are also consistent with
previous findings (Braun et al., 1997; Ludlow and Loucks,
2003; Watkins et al., 2008). Although Brown et al.’s (2005)
meta-analysis did not find difference in the putamen,
the differences found in the SMA may be related to the
dysfunction of the putamen. The putamen is a part of the
basal ganglia that is especially relevant to motor control.
Many researchers have suspected an abnormal communication between the basal ganglia and the cerebral cortex for
stuttering speakers (Smits-Bandstra and De Nil, 2007; Watkins et al., 2008). We will further discuss this issue in the
connectivity section.

3.74

60

3.47

37

3.34
3.79
4.06

23
142
541

3.84
3.90
3.80

191
223
139

3.90
3.43
3.42

86
54
212

4.04

468

3.28

58

3.45

122

4.12

255

3.60

86

3.31

52

3.71
3.56
3.35

135
45
49

4.04

119

5.24
4.20

832
60

4.2.

Anatomical differences

4.09

270

4.2.1.

WM differences

4.02

101

3.99
3.95

34
27

4.16
4.47
4.15
4.32
4.33
4.18

73
224
99
373
186
472

Note: p < .05, corrected for multiple comparisons. The coordinates
were in LPI orientation of standard Talaraich Space. Areas were
sorted according to the anatomical lobe.
a Areas did not survive the threshold.

In our VBM results, WM differences between stuttering and
non-stuttering speakers mainly showed increased volume
concentration among stuttering speakers in the right frontal
and temporal cortex. Jäncke et al. (2004) and Beal et al. (2007)
also reported similar findings that stuttering adults demonstrated increased WM volume concentration in the right
frontal cortex (including the anterior middle frontal gyrus,
inferior frontal gyrus, and precentral gyrus) and temporal
cortex (the superior temporal gyrus). In contrast, no such
increases of volume concentration were found in stuttering
children (Chang et al., 2008). Thus, these results suggest an
increased intrahemispheric communication within these
areas and a possible dysfunction in the left frontal and
temporal cortex in stuttering speakers.
Stuttering speakers showed decreased volume concentration in the left superior temporal gyrus and lingual gyrus
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and the bilateral fusiform gyri and cerebellum. In the right
hemisphere, only the precentral gyrus demonstrated
decreased volume concentration. Such results have not been
reported previously (Beal et al., 2007; Jäncke et al., 2004).
However, Sommer et al. (2002) and Watkins et al. (2008)
found lower fractional anisotropy (FA) value in the left
rolandic operculum (RO)/FO immediately above the Sylvian
fissure in stuttering adults. Chang et al. (2008) found the
same result in stuttering children. Considering the small
sample size of the present study and the limitations of VBM
methods, we might have failed to detect anatomical differences in this region. Importantly, the inferior arcuate fascicle
immediately surrounds this region and links the temporal
and frontal speech regions. It is possible that the WM
volume differences underneath the RO/FO have influenced
other connected regions such as the left temporal cortex and
even the lingual gyrus. Recent studies showed that the
cerebellum seems to be related to these speech regions by
participating in the temporal organization of internal speech
and subserving the online sequencing of syllables (Ackermann, 2008; Ackermann et al., 2007). Therefore, the decrease
of volume concentration in the cerebellum may also be
related to possible disconnections among the left speech
regions.

4.2.2.

GM differences

In the VBM results, stuttering speakers showed increased
volume concentration in the bilateral precentral gyri, occipital–
temporal regions, and cingulate gyrus. The changes in the
medial frontal gyrus only appeared in the right hemisphere
whereas the changes in the superior parietal lobule and paracentral gyrus only appeared in the left hemisphere. These
widely distributed increases of GM volume concentration in
stuttering adults have been reported in previous studies
although the specific locations may be different (Beal et al.,
2007; Cykowski et al., 2008; Foundas et al., 2001; but see Jäncke
et al., 2004). No similar increases are evident in stuttering children (Chang et al., 2008). Recent research has showed that
extensive practice of a behavior can increase the volume
concentration (Draganski et al., 2004; Gaser and Schlaug, 2003).
Thus, these GM changes may have resulted from persistent
stuttering.
Decreased GM volume concentration in stuttering
speakers was found mainly in the left side of the cerebral
cortex (including the superior and medial frontal gyri,
superior temporal gyrus) and the right side of the cerebellum. Previous studies rarely reported decreased GM
volume concentration in stuttering adults (Beal et al.,
2007; Jäncke et al., 2004). One of the few exceptions was
Foundas et al. (2003, 2004) who reported reduced left/right
asymetries (suggesting decreased GM volume concentration) in the prefrontal and temporal cortex. Chang et al.
(2008) also found decreased GM volume concentration in
the left inferior frontal gyrus and bilateral temporal
regions in stuttering children. Future research needs to
replicate these results and examines developmental
differences.
Of greater relevance to our SEM model, the present study
revealed that the ASTG (BA21) showed a significant decrease
of GM volume concentration whereas the left posterior
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superior temporal gyrus (BA41) showed a decrease of WM
volume concentration among the stuttering speakers.
Moreover, the left putamen showed a significant increase of
GM volume concentration among stuttering speakers. These
results will be further discussed in a subsequent section
about the SEM results. Taken together both sets of findings
(those consistent with previous studies and those newly
revealed in our study), we think a strong case can be made
that the impairment of the BGTC plays a special role in
stuttering.

4.3.

Similarities and differences in effective connectivity

Activation patterns associated with stuttering may well be
due to differences in effective connectivity. In this section, we
will discuss the connections within the BGTC.

4.3.1. Connectivity between the basal ganglia-thalamus
and preSMA
As specified in our model (see Fig. 1), the preSMA receives
input from the thalamus, which in turn receives input from
the basal ganglia. This connection is hypothesized to be
important for syllable representation and serial coordination
of motor apparatus (e.g., Alario et al., 2006; Crosson et al.,
2001; Hikosaka et al., 1996) as well as for the selection,
initiation, and inhibition of action and movement timing
control (e.g., Cunnington et al., 2006; Jaffard et al., 2008). Our
SEM results showed that stuttering speakers and non-stuttering speakers differed significantly in this connection:
a strong negative projection in non-stuttering speakers, but
a positive projection in stuttering speakers. One interpretation of this result is that the negative project for non-stuttering speakers indicates ordered timing and sequencing
signals provided for the preSMA by the basal ganglia-thalamus, whereas the positive projection for stuttering
speakers may indicate insufficient control signal and much
unordered signal input from the basal ganglia-thalamus,
thus resulting in uncontrolled hyperactivity in the preSMA
(see Fig. 3). These results reflect stuttering speakers’ difficulties (but not incapability) in the selection and sequencing
of speech movements (e.g., Blomgren et al., 1998; Dworzynski et al., 2003; Howell and Au-Yeung, 1995; Melnick and
Conture, 2000; Ning et al., 2007).
In terms of output of the preSMA, our results showed no
significant differences between stuttering and non-stuttering
speakers. For both stuttering and non-stuttering speakers, the
preSMA provided a positive input to the putamen. This indicates that the role of the output from the preSMA to the basal
ganglia-thalamus in speech may be different from that of the
projection from the basal ganglia-thalamus to the preSMA.
One brain infarction study (Exner et al., 2002) found that
people with focal lesions restricted to the basal ganglia
showed unimpaired motor sequence function, but had more
difficulties improving their general proficiency for sequence
execution. It has also been suggested that for action control,
the SMA assembles the sequence of the action, whereas the
basal ganglia update its parameters and store them (Gentilucci et al., 2000). Taken together, it appears that the output
from the preSMA to the basal ganglia-thalamus provides
specific associations between speech movements, which do
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not seem to be impaired in stuttering speakers. In contrast,
the projection from the basal ganglia-thalamus to the preSMA
adjusts the latter’s function as it receives convergent input
from the entire cerebral cortex (Parent, 1996). This adjustment
function seems to be impaired in stuttering speakers
(Blomgren and Goberman, 2008; Namasivayam and van
Lieshout, 2008; Smits-Bandstra and De Nil, 2007).

4.3.2. Connectivity between the basal ganglia-thalamus and
the temporal cortex
In our model, we assumed a recursive connection between
the basal ganglia-thalamus and the posterior temporal
cortex. This connection is supported by the evidence that the
basal ganglia-thalamus is anatomically connected with the
temporal cortex (e.g., Behrens et al., 2003; Leh et al., 2007;
Middleton and Strick, 1996). Moreover, functional connections also exist because the posterior temporal cortex as well
as the SMA and basal ganglia have been found to be involved
in auditory-motor representations and temporal sequence
control of movement regardless of the modality (Karabanov
et al., 2009; Kimura et al., 2008; Remy et al., 2008). The
present SEM results showed a significantly stronger projection from the basal ganglia-thalamus to the PMTG in stuttering speakers than in non-stuttering speakers. In addition,
there was a negative input from the PMTG to the basal
ganglia-thalamus in non-stuttering speakers, but not in
stuttering speakers. These results suggest that although
there is a strong projection to the PMTG in stuttering
speakers, the PMTG may be unable to receive the required
timing control signals from the basal ganglia-thalamus, thus
exhibiting hyper-activation (see Fig. 3). One possible explanation is that the lack of input from the PMTG to the basal
ganglia-thalamus in stuttering speakers makes it impossible
for the basal ganglia-thalamus to provide such control
signals. However, considering that the basal ganglia-thalamus do not solely depend on the PMTG to generate control
signals and there are normal input from the preSMA and the
anterior temporal cortex, the most reasonable explanation is
that the projection from the basal ganglia-thalamus to the
PMTG is impaired, which results in the PMTG’s failure to
retrieve phonological codes during speech (Bles and Jansma,
2008; Indefrey and Levelt, 2004).
For the connection from the anterior temporal cortex to
the basal ganglia-thalamus, both stuttering and non-stuttering speakers had a positive input and did not show
significant group differences. This input as well as the inputs
from the preSMA and the posterior temporal cortex are
assumed to be converged in the basal ganglia-thalamus and
mediated by the globus pallidus and substantia nigra. They
end up in different parts of the thalamus, and then project to
the cerebral cortex to provide internal timing cues to facilitate the selection and initiation of appropriate output while
inhibiting unwanted output in a well-learned sequence (e.g.,
Cunnington et al., 1996; McFarland and Haber, 2002; van der
Graaf et al., 2004). The absence of group differences in this
connection suggests that, like the function of the preSMA,
the auditory feedback function of the anterior temporal
cortex in stuttering speakers seems to be intact. Its underactivity may have resulted from interactions with other
regions.

4.3.3. Connectivity from the posterior to the anterior
temporal cortex
Our model also included a connection from the posterior
temporal cortex to the anterior temporal cortex. Previous
research has indicated a strong functional connectivity
between the anterior and posterior perisylvian language
areas (Hickok and Poeppel, 2004; Horwitz and Braun, 2004).
The projection from the posterior temporal cortex to the
anterior temporal cortex may reflect the efference copy of
the speech movement plan. According to the efference copy
theory (Gallistel, 1980), when a motor command is sent
through the nervous system, a copy of the motor plan is
projected to the perceptual regions and used to predict the
expected sensation that will occur. Brown et al. (2005) used
the efference copy theory to explain the under-activated
temporal cortex. For example, the authors proposed that the
perceptual prediction of speech sounds is being delivered
repeatedly to the auditory system as an inhibitory signal that
will attenuate the effects of any successful utterances, and
will further result in under-activity in the auditory areas.
However, their under-activated auditory area was located in
the more anterior part of the temporal cortex ( y x 3), while
the dampened auditory areas in the literature about nonstuttering speakers were more posterior (Curio et al., 2000;
Houde et al., 2002).
In addition, recent interpretations about the efference
copy have described these projections not as uniquely
inhibitory, but also inclusive of any transient modulatory
input (Poulet and Hedwig, 2007). Based on our assumption
in the SEM model and our results, we propose a different
explanation. Our SEM results showed a strong negative
projection in the stuttering speakers, but a positive
projection in non-stuttering speakers. This difference may
reflect an out-of-order timing control of speech movement
issued from the posterior temporal cortex and from the
basal ganglia-thalamus. The efference copy of this out-oforder motor control signal may fail to modulate the auditory feedback function, resulting in less activation in the
anterior temporal cortex in stuttering speakers than in nonstuttering speakers. Watkins et al. (2008) reached a similar
conclusion that the under-activity in the anterior temporal
cortex of stuttering speakers may reflect reduced inputs
from the motor system during speech production. In nonstuttering speakers, since the issued motor plan is intact,
its efference copy is not necessarily to be inhibition but
rather facilitation so as to increase the auditory feedback
function. In summary, the present results suggested an
influence of impaired timing control in the motor plan, not
the efference copy, on the under-activity of the anterior
temporal cortex.

4.3.4. Connectivity from the anterior and posterior temporal
cortex to the preSMA
Considering the integrative function of the temporal cortex
and the frontal cortex, an output from the anterior and
posterior temporal cortex to the preSMA was specified in the
BGTC model (Hagmann et al., 2008). For the output from the
posterior temporal cortex to the preSMA, no significant
differences between stuttering and non-stuttering speakers
were found. Considering the involvement in inhibition control
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of both the preSMA and the posterior temporal cortex (Allen
et al., 2008; Nakata et al., 2008), this connection may constitute
a sub-circuit of auditory-motor representation (Hickok and
Poeppel, 2004), which seems to be intact in stuttering
speakers.
The output from the anterior temporal cortex to the
preSMA is assumed to have a role in directly modulating the
function of the frontal motor cortex through auditory
feedback (Christoffels et al., 2007). In the present study, we
found that stuttering speakers had a stronger output than
did non-stuttering speakers. As both stuttering and nonstuttering speakers had a positive input to the basal gangliathalamus (see above), the auditory feedback function of the
anterior temporal cortex was not impaired. The difference in
the output to the preSMA between stuttering and non-stuttering speakers was likely due to external influence, i.e., the
projection from the posterior temporal cortex. This result
suggests that, although auditory feedback dysfunction is not
the cause of stuttering, it may have influence on the severity
of stuttering.

4.3.5.

Connectivity from the basal ganglia to the thalamus

The dysfunction in the medial frontal cortex and the posterior
temporal cortex both point to a potential impairment of the
basal ganglia-thalamus in stuttering speakers. In the present
results, stuttering speakers showed a stronger projection from
the putamen to the thalamus than did non-stuttering
speakers. This result makes sense because the basal ganglia
have been found to correlate positively to the stuttering rate
(in the case of the putamen) (Braun et al., 1997) and stuttering
severity (in the case of the caudate nucleus) (Giraud et al.,
2008). Further, the correlation disappeared when stuttering is
improved (Giraud et al., 2008). Brain lesion data suggest that
the occurrence of and recovery from stuttering are associated,
respectively, with damages and recovery in the basal gangliathalamus (Kent, 2000; Ludlow and Loucks, 2003). As Alm (2004)
argued, the basal ganglia-thalamus may play an especially
important role in the possible focal disturbance of stuttering.
However, almost all of the previous results about the basal
ganglia-thalamus are related to the motor areas. Few studies
have discussed their relation with the temporal areas. The
results of the present study suggest that the potential
impairment of the basal ganglia-thalamus may be related to
the dysfunctions of both the frontal motor cortex and the
temporal auditory cortex.

4.4.
Relations between altered connectivity and
anatomical structural changes
The above reasoning about the altered effective connectivity
seems to point to a focal impairment of the basal gangliathalamus, that is, their failure to provide the timing control
signals. However, the VBM results revealed a significant
increase of GM volume concentration in the left putamen.
Previous research has showed that the GM volume concentration will increase with continuous training or practicing
(Draganski et al., 2004; Gaser and Schlaug, 2003). Thus, the
basal ganglia-thalamus of stuttering speakers seems to work
well in delivering the output signal, but may experience
difficulties in projecting the output signals to the cerebral
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cortex. The repeated attempt to project may lead to increases
in both the GM volume and activation in the putamen.
The VBM results further revealed a decrease of GM volume
concentration in the anterior temporal cortex and the anterior
medial frontal cortex. At the same time, a decrease of WM
volume concentration was found in the region underlying the
posterior temporal cortex. These results seem to indicate
impairment related to the projection from the basal gangliathalamus to the cerebral cortex as brain lesions studies have
showed a tendency toward smaller regional volumes in the
left preSMA of subjects with basal ganglia lesions (Exner et al.,
2002). Although regions in the left medial frontal gyrus
showing GM decrease do not overlap with the selected region
of the preSMA, they are closely related to the preSMA (Cunnington et al., 2006; Geyer, 2004; Jaffard et al., 2008). Taken
together, the altered connectivity and the anatomical structural changes in the BGTC suggested an impairment of functional connection between the subcortical and cortical areas,
which interrupts the timing control of speech.
The above conclusion is also consistent with previous
findings. For example, in Watkins et al. (2008) study, both the
over-activity in the substantia nigra and the under-activity in
the motor areas were reported. They also suggested an
important role of the cortico-striatal-thalamic loop in stuttering. The difference between Watkins et al.’s (2008) study
and the present study was that they placed more emphasis on
the WM abnormalities underlying the functional differences
in ventral premotor cortex, whereas the present study
emphasized the connection from the basal ganglia-thalamus
to the cerebral cortex (including both the frontal motor and
temporal auditory areas). However, both studies reached
a similar conclusion that these abnormalities may interrupt
the selection, initiation, and execution of motor sequences
necessary for fluent speech production.

4.5.

Limitations

Several limitations of the present study should be acknowledged. First, because SEM puts a limit on model complexity,
not all of the brain regions, or all of the interconnections
between brain regions, could be modeled in a single study. For
example, the premotor/primary motor areas and cerebellum
may be also important in stuttering but they were not
included in the SEM model. Second, the functional connectivity between two brain areas does not necessarily reflect the
anatomical connectivity between two areas because their
functional coupling can be mediated by other areas not
included in the model. The connection of the temporal
language areas with the frontal language areas through the
inferior arcuate fascicle is a good example to illustrate the
present SEM model’s limitation (Büchel and Sommer, 2004).
Third, the present study examined functional connectivity
only in the left hemisphere. Although previous literature
suggests that stuttering is most likely due to dysfunctions in
the left hemisphere, it is certainly worthwhile to include the
right hemisphere in future analysis of larger and more
extensive datasets. Fourth, the VBM method has its inherent
limitations. For example, it does not take in account the issue
of anisotropy and fiber crossing. Future research should also
include other methods such as DTI. Fifth, the present study
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used a block design, and consequently had poor temporal
resolution. Future fMRI studies employing a rapid eventrelated design with a short TR, or EEG/ERP (event-related
potential) or MEG studies may be helpful in elucidating the
timing question. Finally, the small sample size of females did
not allow us to examine sex differences in activity between
male and female stuttering speakers (Ingham et al., 2004).
Future studies with a larger dataset may contribute further
information on this question.

5.

Conclusion

By employing the multivariate technique of SEM, the present
study revealed significant differences in effective connectivity
among the nodes of the BGTC between stuttering speakers
and non-stuttering controls. The connectivity differences
included not only the subcortical–cortical interactions
between the basal ganglia-thalamus and the frontal motor
cortex (preSMA)/the temporal cortex (PMTG), but also interactions within the subcortical circuit from the putamen to the
thalamus and the cerebral circuit from the PMTG to the ASTG
and then to the preSMA. These results suggest connective
disturbance between the basal ganglia-thalamus and the
cerebral cortex (including both the frontal motor cortex and
temporal auditory cortex), which affects the preSMA and
posterior temporal cortex and thus disrupts the timing control
in speech production. These conclusions were supported by
the VBM results showing significant decreases of GM and WM
volume concentration in the left superior and medial frontal
gyri, superior temporal gyrus, and the right side of the cerebellum. Taken together the SEM and the VBM results, a strong
conclusion can be drawn that developmental stuttering is
a result of impaired communications among a widely
distributed neural network in the left hemisphere, involving
especially the basal ganglia-thalamus and the cerebral cortex
within the BGTC. Connectivity impairments in this network
and associated neural abnormalities constitute the neural
signatures of developmental stuttering.
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